Oppositional thinking

Derive

Enhance
Hi,
I'm Intolet

I am a friendly, modern and intelligent toilet. I am designed to improve your health.

Explore me!
Next Gen services

Imagining the next generation of government services

Imagine if government provided…

- interactive assistance on Google
- intuitive online assistance
- services personalised to your individual circumstances
- information and updates before you needed it.

Queensland Government is rethinking how services can be delivered to customers in the future harnessing new technologies and predicting customers’ needs to make it easier to interact with government.

The next generation of government services will provide personalised and proactive services to citizens based on their individual circumstances and needs.

Featured services

Imagining the next generation of government services

Developing personalised and proactive services to citizens based on their individual circumstances and needs.
Proactive Organisation

*We are faster than you!*

Open for business
Forecast → Fact → Action
QUEENSLAND UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY IN PARTNERSHIP WITH PWC AUSTRALIA INVITE YOU TO JOIN US TO PARTICIPATE IN A...

STUDENT DESIGN JAM

REGISTER NOW FOR OUR NEXT EVENT!
BE THE DISRUPTOR.

Discover the Hidden Opportunities
Hiding in Plain Sight: Trends that will shape the economy

by PwC Chair in Digital Economy

Free

DESCRIPTION

Every year seems like an accelerated version of the previous one. Our lives have never been more automated and we are more connected and digitally engaged than ever before. So, what’s in store for 2017? And, is your business ready to seize these new opportunities?

You’re invited to find out at our Hiding in Plain View: Trends that will shape the economy event.

Join us, and like-minded individuals, to engage in an in-depth discussion exploring the potential strategic direction of your business. As we look to the horizon and examine the emerging trends for 2017.

DATE AND TIME

Thu 17 November 2016
5:00 PM – 8:30 PM AEST
Add to Calendar

LOCATION

Room 360, QUT Gardens Point
2 George St
Brisbane, QLD 4000
View Map

SPEAKERS

FRIENDS ATTENDING